
Jabra Engage 65 Stereo Wireless Headset Overview 

Jabra Engage 65 Stereo - A New Miracle! 

Jabra Engage 65 stereo is a new family member of DECT wireless professional headset that has 

been manufactured keeping the difficulties faced by call-centric businesses and other certain 

demands of people. 

Jabra Engage 65 stereo is famous for its high quality call system which in return positively 

affects the satisfaction and functionality of customers and employee. A step to success is right 

in front of your eyes! 

 

A Strong Connection is the Best Connection: 

You can talk as much you want to. There is no limit at all. The device was specifically built to 

combat this issue. We know how deeply annoying it is when you are busy conversing, and 

suddenly there is a tiny peep and the connection is doomed. 

 It is affordable when you are just gossiping with friends, but when it comes to businesses and 

organizations; you can seriously not deal with this! Well, your issues are finally resolved! 

Moreover, the dual ear power of this stereo headphone gives a realistic touch to your call 

encounters. You wouldn’t know if the people are behind the screens or in front of you. 

Move As Much While You Can: 

No one likes to sit idly at the same spot for several hours. You might know how much this sucks 

if you are an office going person. There is an instant charm in changing your place every now 

and then to refine your experience of working.  
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To be honest, you will certainly be feeling more productive. Luckily for us, Jabra Engage 65 

Stereo is quite against in restricting its customers, and hence provides much needed freedom 

of moving your legs along with your work by the exceptional range up to 150 meters/490 feet. 

Interruptions Are For Bed-Time Stories Only: 

We all were at a point once when we were busy enjoying our favorite music and our mothers 

constantly interrupted us. Even now, we can’t properly watch something or converse with 

someone because of the frequent distractions from the surroundings.  

With Jabra Engage 65 Stereo, all these issues are completely useless since it is providing us with 

an integrated busy light option that is responsible for mimicking the ‘do not disturb sign‘ this 

will allow people to know that you are busy and should not be disturbed at any cost. This 

specific feature is extremely crucial for business calls and professional works. 

More People, More Fun: 

Group calls are always fun! No one can ever deny this fact. The thing with group calls is the 

unclear vocal range since there are several people speaking at once, all wanting to be heard. 

With Jabra Engage 65 Stereo, you can have the best combined calling experience ever. It does 

not only have the capability of improving sound quality and range, but it is also pretty much 

efficient in connecting three times as many users in any allocated space.  

This is definitely something to drool over! In addition to this, your business meetings are 

probably going to be better with this recent development in the market. 

Be Safe, Be Happy: 

Security is always something you look forward to whenever you get your hands on a new 

technology device. Customer calls deeply revolve around the sensitive information which asks 

for much better safety protocols. Fortunately, Jabra Engage 65 Stereo has maximum security 

levels that consist of authentication, encryption functions, and physical assisted pairing. There 

is a secret link key established which no one can ever manipulate. You are totally safe, and so is 

your data. 

Key Features: 

A Luxurious Experience: 

Jabra-engage-65 stereo is very much keen on providing extreme convenience to its customers. 

It gives you an ability to answer, end, and mute the calls with just a single touch button. 
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Furthermore, there are also battery power and connectivity indicators to ease your comfort 

level. 

Multiple Choices: 

You don’t want to wear it on your head? It is not a problem, anymore. Look cool with our Jabra-

Engage-65 Stereo in whatsoever style you prefer. There are multiple styles you can choose from 

which include: 

• Headband. 

• Ear hook. 

• Neckband. 

Brand New Calling Episodes: 

Now there is even fun in adjusting volumes, and muting your calls. Jabra-Engage-65 Stereo is all 

about refining your dear calling moments. 

Should You Buy Jabra Engage 65 Stereo? 

Why not? If you are looking for something that can add some flavor to your business meetings 

and foreign group discussions, then this product is all that you need. With the variety of 

beneficial features and impressive outlook, Jabra Engage 65 Stereo will surely win your heart. 
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